
Sign in to your IXL account at www.ixl.com.

Click on Analytics.
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Discover IXL Analytics

IXL Analytics offers an engaging combination of interactive data, powerful reports, and 
easy-to-read graphs.

We help you discover insights into your students’ exact needs, so you can allocate your time 
efficiently and effectively!

Our reports use real-time student data, providing you with current, reliable information that 
updates as your students use IXL.

QUICK-START GUIDE
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Check out the Dashboard—your Analytics home base—for an 
instant view of what your students have accomplished. 

Take a quick look at your students’ 
accomplishments in this school year!

The more you use Analytics, the more 
you can bene�t from it. Start by
exploring your suggested reports! 

Have your students aim to 
answer 15 questions a week! 
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The next steps will demonstrate a few ways to use Analytics for 
powerful insights. In the following example, we’ll discover trouble 

spots and focus on students’ exact needs.

Start with the Trouble Spots report to identify what skills 
are stumbling blocks for your students.

Trouble spots are listed by priority 
to help you quickly �nd the areas 
that the most students need help 
with.

Discover which students are currently 
stuggling on this item type and share 
the same needs for small-group 
instruction.

Hover over for more details 
about the number of missed questions 
and the student’s current SmartScore. 
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Select a top trouble spot to address, and click on the skill 
to see the Skill Analysis report. 

p. 4

On the Skill Analysis report, take a deeper dive into how 
your whole class is progressing through this skill. 6

Review your class’s progress and learn 
details, such as the number of students 
who have practiced the skill. 
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The Class breakdown section is arranged by the levels of 
increasing di�culty within a skill. The groupings provide 
precise knowledge about each student’s progress.

7
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Scroll through questions 
from this level. 

These students are all working at the 
same level within the skill—perfect 
for small-group instruction.

Hover over a name to see details 
about that student’s practice!
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When your students are prepared to work on the skill again, 
use Live Classroom to monitor exactly what they all are 
doing in that very moment.

p. 6

You can �nd even more information on each student’s tile!9

 

Students who are currently working on 
IXL will show up here. 

  Keep an eye on every student simultaneously and 
  intervene immediately if someone is struggling!

Gray indicates a student may be idle, 
because there’s no recent activity.

Red indicates a student might be stuck, because 
several questions have been missed recently. 

Your student’s most recent
�ve answers, color-coded by
correctness 

Current SmartScore
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As you gather insights in Analytics, note the customizable 
options above the reports to spotlight just the information 
you are interested in!
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Select a grade range to 
focus on relevant grades.

View data from today, the last week, 
the entire year, or even set a custom 
date range.

Select �lter options, such as 
class and subject. 

Click reset to restore IXL’s 
recommended settings at any 
time. 
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For the most relevant ways to guide your individual students and 
entire classes to excel, check your Analytics frequently and get 

up-to-the-minute insights!


